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the meaning of give someone the finger is to make an
offensive gesture at someone by pointing the middle finger
upward while keeping the other fingers folded down how to use
give someone the finger in a sentence if you give someone or
something the finger you do something which shows your anger
at them or lack of respect for them his business would be
more successful if he didn t give the finger to most of the
commercial opportunities that come his way noun us informal
an obscene gesture made by pointing the middle finger up
keeping the other fingers down and turning the palm inward
she was so mad she gave him the finger some angry driver
flipped me the finger on the highway this morning give
someone the finger 1 tv to display the middle finger upright
as a sign of derision the gesture is taboo somebody gave the
cop the finger 2 tv to mistreat someone to insult someone you
ve been giving me the finger ever since i started working
here if you give someone or something the finger you do
something which shows your anger at them or lack of respect
for them his business would be more successful if he didn t
give the finger to most of the commercial opportunities that
come his way give someone the finger definition 1 to show
someone in an offensive way that you are angry with that
person by turning the back of learn more give somebody the
finger meaning definition what is give somebody the finger to
show someone you are angry with them learn more give someone
the finger definition to express contempt for by or as by the
obscene gesture of pointing the middle finger meaning
pronunciation translations and examples make an obscene
gesture by closing one s fist and extending one s middle
finger upward generally interpreted as fuck you for example
herb has a dangerous habit of giving the finger to motorists
who cut in front of him although from about 1890 to 1920 this
term was used in the sense of disappoint or snub someone that
meaning seems to usually transitive to make an obscene
gesture towards someone by closing the fist and extending the
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middle finger upwards zelda gave travis the finger after he
cut her off in traffic intransitive to make any sort of
gesture extending one of the fingers above the others in
western culture the finger or the middle finger as in giving
someone the middle finger flipping the bird or flipping
someone off is an obscene hand gesture the gesture
communicates moderate to extreme contempt and is roughly
equivalent in meaning to fuck you fuck me shove it up your
ass arse up yours or go fuck as peter shor commented the
foreign expressions are all related explicitly to parts of
the body give him a finger and he ll take an arm french give
him a finger and he ll take a forearm spanish and give him a
hand and he ll take an arm italian cruise gulyas sued arguing
she had a first amendment right to wiggle whatever finger she
wanted at the police in a ruling this week the u s court of
appeals for the 6th circuit agreed how to finger your partner
vaginally or anally according to two sex experts tips for
digital sex between two partners how to give the perfect
wristy if you want to get a grip on the best handjob
technique the first thing to do is use your mouth by talking
you can use it in other ways later so he called to him father
abraham have pity on me and send lazarus to dip the tip of
his finger in water and cool my tongue because i am in agony
in this fire new living translation the rich man shouted
father abraham have some pity 56 other terms for give the
finger words and phrases with similar meaning lists synonyms
antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus parts of speech
verbs need synonyms for give the finger here s a list of
similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead
verb to raise one s the middle finger to express contempt or
defiance flip off flip the bird flick off give the middle
finger give the one finger salute ten years ago quinn barton
was on her way to the altar to marry burke morrison her high
school sweetheart when something derailed her rather someone
derailed her the best man who at the last minute and with
shocking revelations begged her to reconsider the marriage
give someone the finger meaning 1 to show someone in an
offensive way that you are angry with that person by turning
the back of learn more



give someone the finger definition
meaning merriam webster
May 22 2024

the meaning of give someone the finger is to make an
offensive gesture at someone by pointing the middle finger
upward while keeping the other fingers folded down how to use
give someone the finger in a sentence

gave him the finger idioms by the free
dictionary
Apr 21 2024

if you give someone or something the finger you do something
which shows your anger at them or lack of respect for them
his business would be more successful if he didn t give the
finger to most of the commercial opportunities that come his
way

gave him the finger definition meaning
merriam webster
Mar 20 2024

noun us informal an obscene gesture made by pointing the
middle finger up keeping the other fingers down and turning
the palm inward she was so mad she gave him the finger some
angry driver flipped me the finger on the highway this
morning

give someone the finger idioms by the
free dictionary
Feb 19 2024

give someone the finger 1 tv to display the middle finger
upright as a sign of derision the gesture is taboo somebody



gave the cop the finger 2 tv to mistreat someone to insult
someone you ve been giving me the finger ever since i started
working here

gives him the finger idioms by the free
dictionary
Jan 18 2024

if you give someone or something the finger you do something
which shows your anger at them or lack of respect for them
his business would be more successful if he didn t give the
finger to most of the commercial opportunities that come his
way

give someone the finger cambridge english
dictionary
Dec 17 2023

give someone the finger definition 1 to show someone in an
offensive way that you are angry with that person by turning
the back of learn more

give somebody the finger meaning of give
somebody the
Nov 16 2023

give somebody the finger meaning definition what is give
somebody the finger to show someone you are angry with them
learn more

give someone the finger definition and
meaning collins
Oct 15 2023

give someone the finger definition to express contempt for by
or as by the obscene gesture of pointing the middle finger
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give the finger definition meaning
dictionary com
Sep 14 2023

make an obscene gesture by closing one s fist and extending
one s middle finger upward generally interpreted as fuck you
for example herb has a dangerous habit of giving the finger
to motorists who cut in front of him although from about 1890
to 1920 this term was used in the sense of disappoint or snub
someone that meaning seems to

give the finger wiktionary the free
dictionary
Aug 13 2023

usually transitive to make an obscene gesture towards someone
by closing the fist and extending the middle finger upwards
zelda gave travis the finger after he cut her off in traffic
intransitive to make any sort of gesture extending one of the
fingers above the others

the finger wikipedia
Jul 12 2023

in western culture the finger or the middle finger as in
giving someone the middle finger flipping the bird or
flipping someone off is an obscene hand gesture the gesture
communicates moderate to extreme contempt and is roughly
equivalent in meaning to fuck you fuck me shove it up your
ass arse up yours or go fuck

popular refrains how did an arm become a



mile
Jun 11 2023

as peter shor commented the foreign expressions are all
related explicitly to parts of the body give him a finger and
he ll take an arm french give him a finger and he ll take a
forearm spanish and give him a hand and he ll take an arm
italian

middle finger protected by first
amendment court says npr
May 10 2023

cruise gulyas sued arguing she had a first amendment right to
wiggle whatever finger she wanted at the police in a ruling
this week the u s court of appeals for the 6th circuit agreed

how to finger your partner vaginally or
anally mashable
Apr 09 2023

how to finger your partner vaginally or anally according to
two sex experts tips for digital sex between two partners

getting handy the ultimate guide to hand
stuff triple j
Mar 08 2023

how to give the perfect wristy if you want to get a grip on
the best handjob technique the first thing to do is use your
mouth by talking you can use it in other ways later

luke 16 24 so he cried out father abraham



have mercy on me
Feb 07 2023

so he called to him father abraham have pity on me and send
lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my
tongue because i am in agony in this fire new living
translation the rich man shouted father abraham have some
pity

synonyms for give the finger power
thesaurus
Jan 06 2023

56 other terms for give the finger words and phrases with
similar meaning lists synonyms antonyms definitions sentences
thesaurus parts of speech verbs

what is another word for give the finger
wordhippo
Dec 05 2022

need synonyms for give the finger here s a list of similar
words from our thesaurus that you can use instead verb to
raise one s the middle finger to express contempt or defiance
flip off flip the bird flick off give the middle finger give
the one finger salute

chose the wrong guy gave him the wrong
finger a novel
Nov 04 2022

ten years ago quinn barton was on her way to the altar to
marry burke morrison her high school sweetheart when
something derailed her rather someone derailed her the best
man who at the last minute and with shocking revelations
begged her to reconsider the marriage



give someone the finger definition
cambridge dictionary
Oct 03 2022

give someone the finger meaning 1 to show someone in an
offensive way that you are angry with that person by turning
the back of learn more
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